
Manningtree Swifts Project 

The sale of bird food and feeders went through the 

roof during the lockdown as people, stuck at 

home, rediscovered their gardens and got to know 

their wildlife visitors. We’ve all enjoyed our little 

feathered friends, but there are other visitors that 

do not feed in the garden but need our help in 

other ways. One of the most amazing birds to visit 

our town is only with us from late April to August. It 

is one of the fastest and most graceful of birds that 

spends most of its life in flight. It feeds, drinks, 

mates and even sleeps on the wing, only coming to earth to breed and this is where 

we can help. If you have not yet worked it out, I’m talking about the Swift. They are 

currently enjoying the warmer skies over Central Africa, but will return to breed. A 

Swift chick will leave the nest at just 4-6 weeks old and will then fly constantly for 2-3 

years until it is time for it to nest itself. As a supreme aerialist the Swift has few 

natural predators, but despite this they are in serious decline. Their numbers have 

fallen by 58% over the last 25 years and this is at least partly because their 

opportunity to find suitable nesting sites has been dramatically reduced. Swifts prefer 

to nest in the eaves and loft spaces of buildings and while older properties tended to 

have lots of nooks and crannies, modern building techniques and materials deny 

Swifts access.  

With this in mind, ‘Manningtree Swifts’, supported by Manningtree Town Council and 

PACE Manningtree (Practical Actions for Climate and Environment), have started a 

project to encourage people to install swift nesting boxes across Manningtree, 

Mistley and Lawford. Ideally, the boxes will be installed in groups of 3 or more as far 

as possible as swifts like to nest in colonies, and ideally, we want as many as 

possible to be in place before they arrive back at the end of April/beginning of May, 

although boxes put up later than this may still attract juvenile swifts prospecting for 

potential nest sites for next year. 

It would be great to have the support of all three councils for this project. 

Thank you. 


